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Whoopi and a godless agenda against God
From their own description... “The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) fights antisemitism and promotes
justice for all”.
A few years ago however, ADL “updated” its definition of racism to the idea that racism was
discrimination against people of color, mostly by white supremacists. 1 One needn't be surprised that
there was some backlash against their redefinition, so they changed it again... kinda halfway, and only
just a minute ago!
The new definition of racism from ADL is as follows, and frankly, it's not too bad.
“Racism occurs when individuals or institutions show more favorable evaluation or
treatment of an individual or group based on race or ethnicity” 2
A couple of things stick out though... to those of us paying attention.
First, the definition doesn't define the act, rather it somewhat avoids the issue and calls out when the
act occurs.
Secondly, on the ADL website, immediately following their new definition, are caveat definitions.
Observe (again, immediately following the “new” racism definition)...
“Race: Refers to the categories into which society places individuals on the basis of
physical characteristics (such as skin color, hair type, facial form and eye shape)”
Notice, absent from the definition of race is, race. How curious...
Wait, it gets better...
“Systemic Racism: A combination of systems, institutions and factors that advantage
white people and for people of color, cause widespread harm and disadvantages in
access and opportunity.”
Wait, it gets better yet!
So race has nothing to do with race, and systemic racism – wherever it might occur on plant earth – is
that which is done by white people for their own advantage, namely, harming and disadvantaging
people of color. Mind you, these three definitions, racism, race and systemic racism, are the Only
Things that appear on ADL's racism website... https://www.adl.org/racism. !!!
Things that make ya go, “hmm...”.
Meanwhile, all of this is happening in early February 2022, and my first reference was written just
yesterday! Why is that significant? Hmm?
1 https://j0nathan-g.medium.com/getting-it-right-in-defining-racism-3c01a517bf9d
2 https://www.adl.org/racism
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And not to be missed in all of this is that concurrent with it all, one of the most notable black women in
all the world, Whoopi opens her mouth, and with her innate genius, puts into the minds of Americans –
and whomever else in the world hears her TV show and the TV shows on which she appeared
subsequently – that Jews are not a race, but are in fact white folks.
Poor Whoopi got a two week suspension for that nonsense... poor thing.
But in the minds of hundreds of millions, from this black woman “racial expert”, comes the idea that in
her expert opinion, Jews are white. The Holocaust says she, was not a racial thing, but an expression of
man's inhumanity toward man. Really, genius? Is not all racism man's inhumanity towards man?
Hmm...Genius?
So Whoopi's suspended for two weeks and... “The jury is to strike those remarks from the record”, says
the judge... after the damage has been done.
While ADL and race-baiters were doing there damage elsewhere, these devils sent Whoopi out there to
do some more damage, and she accomplished her mission... and got a two week vacation to boot.
So what? Here's what...
Whom are God's people? Are they not the Jews?
Though whom came Messiah? Are they not the Jews?
From whom came the Oracles of God, what we call our Bible? Are they not the Jews?
What's the only nation in human history that after having not even existed for 2 millennia, became a
nation, and since then the very flower of their nation's region? Is it not the Jews?
Do you think that all of this had/has nothing to do with God Himself, whom 4000 years ago called a man
named Abraham out of Syria and promised to bless his descendants eternally, and is still doing it today,
4000 years later? Hmm?
Think again beloved.
Be not deceived... all of this is an attack against God and God alone; His people are just in the way.
Please don't get distracted by the sometimes confusing details. As we see the enemies of God putting it
hard to all of God's Creatures all over the earth (not just the Jews), remember that it is God whom is
under attack, and we are left to determine on which side we will fight... His or an other's.
And why is this so?
You've heard me say it in the past... communism is necessarily godless. God must be eliminated in order
for it to further itself. Recognize when that is occurring, and choose wisely.
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